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Networked Music Performance in Virtual Reality: Current Perspectives

BEN LOVERIDGE

Abstract

The ability for musicians to interact face-to-face has been highly impacted by the COVID-19 pandemic. Physical distancing and travel restrictions have forced teaching, rehearsals, and performances to be moved online. The use of videoconference platforms designed for conversation has also meant accepting their limitations when used in musical contexts. For example, in networked music performance (NMP), low-latency audio is usually transmitted alongside a separate video image. Since videoconference systems usually have a higher degree of in-built delay, the result is that performers often ignore the video image of each other in order to maintain a steady rhythm. If musicians usually avoid looking at each other during NMPs, could virtual reality provide a viable alternative to videoconferencing? In recent years, virtual reality has reemerged as an immersive medium with the ability to bring users together in an online space. However, there is a relatively small body of literature that is concerned with realistic acoustic interaction approaches in NMP when virtual reality is used as the visual medium. This paper explores research at the intersection of networked music performance, virtual reality, and virtual environments. It finds that virtual reality as a visual alternative to videoconferencing in NMP is worthy of further investigation and points to priorities for future research.

Introduction

The impact of the COVID-19 pandemic has affected the ability of musicians to interact face-to-face. As more musical activities have been forced to move online, it has become necessary for musicians to determine the most appropriate methods of online collaboration. In recent years, improvements to the quality of broadband connectivity has allowed musicians to collaborate remotely over the internet. One type of activity, known as networked music performance (NMP), has opened up opportunities in areas such as rehearsal, performance, and teaching. However, the
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overall nature of musical interaction is challenged by geographic distance, network performance, and available bandwidth. Furthermore, the effects of out-of-sync visual cues in an NMP often results in performers ignoring the video image of each other in order to maintain a steady rhythm. Attempting to achieve low-latency video requires significant bandwidth requirements and specialist networks, substantially increasing the setup and costs involved.

Determining the degree of necessary visual communication is a complex and underexplored area. When geographical separation restricts physical interaction, a key question to consider is this: What is the most appropriate way to capture, transmit and reconstruct musical interactions? Advances in video- and computer-game technology have encouraged the development of virtual instruments within virtual environments to create new styles of musical experience. However, there is only a relatively small body of literature that is concerned with realistic acoustic interaction approaches in NMP when virtual reality is used as the visual medium.

This paper examines published research in the areas of NMP, virtual reality, and the use of visuals in music performance. By examining these aspects collectively, the paper explores potential improvements to networked musical collaborations and suggests areas for further research.

Networked Music Performance (NMP)

Across the history of human civilization, music has played an important cohesive role in society as a form of communication, entertainment, dance, and ritual. For thousands of years, musical activities occurred face-to-face, with aural and visual elements heard together at the same location. Recent advances in communication technology have enabled interaction over longer distances in shorter time frames, thereby increasing opportunities for remote music performance and collaboration.

The development of radio and telephony in the early twentieth century provided the capability for music to be broadcast to audiences over large distances. However, it was not until the introduction of computer networking in the 1970s that more widespread experimentation with interactive computer music would occur at a distance. Limited bandwidth at the time meant only data signals could be transmitted rather than full audio waveforms. The sending of visuals over a
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network would only become possible in subsequent years through improved processing and reduced transmission costs.

The late 1990s saw improvement to internet bandwidth pave the way for the delivery of high-quality digital audio between connected locations over networks. Time delays involving video and audio synchronization were identified as major obstacles, while at the same time fields such as music education and performance were seen as key areas for further research.6

At the turn of the twenty-first century, researchers at the Center for Computer Research in Music and Acoustics (CCRMA) at Stanford University experimented with high-quality online audio streaming, recording, and two-way musical interactions over networks.7 One of the major challenges found at the time was the ability to visually keep in sync, due to high video latency. These CCRMA experiments led to the development of an open-source application, JackTrip.8 The software could deliver uncompressed digital audio between multiple sites over the internet, while allowing for redundancy of data loss. Furthermore, it could be run on a modest computer setup with minimal hardware, requiring only an audio interface, microphone, and an internet connection of at least 1 Mbps upload per connection. At the same time, acknowledging and embracing network delay in performances emerged as an area for future online musical exploration.

The use of the phrase “networked music performance” (NMP) is generally attributed to John Lazzaro and John Wawrzynek, who wrote that “a Network Musical Performance occurs when a group of musicians, located at different physical locations, interact over a network to perform as they would if located in the same room.”9 This paper will use the definition of NMP provided by Cristina Rottondi et al., who wrote, “Networked Music Performance (NMP) represents a mediated interaction modality characterized by extremely strict requirements on network latency.”10

Consumer internet bandwidth has now improved to the degree wherein home-based collaborative experiences are now within reach for the everyday musician. This has opened up possibilities for the enhancement of training and education in many different fields, music being one of them.11 Practical uses of NMP have been identified in course delivery, instrumental tuition, remote
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recording, rehearsals, improvisation, building community, and music therapy interventions. These activities highlight how NMP can also help foster valuable social connections while preventing isolation among geographically dispersed musicians.

**Interaction Styles in NMP**

Early work into the effect of delays on ensemble performance found that an effective real-time musical collaboration should be delayed by no more than 20 to 30 milliseconds. These tests were performed by musicians playing acoustic instruments. This was a critical research outcome since it helped to define the upper boundaries for steady-beat rhythmic music performances. Various styles of musical interplay in an NMP were further categorized by Carôt and Werner, the Realistic Interaction Approach (RIA) being described as most closely simulating a realistic interaction of two musicians in the same room.

The RIA style is based on an example of two rhythm-based instruments being performed online with a stable one-way latency of less than 25 ms. To avoid any confusion with other uses of the term “real time,” the term RIA will be used to describe the type of interaction described above. The longest practical distance between two sites using RIA is estimated to be approximately 1,000 kilometers; this limitation is due to network and soundcard delays.

Studies related to the effects of tempo and latency in RIA-style performances have indicated that as network latency increases, performance tempo decreases correspondingly. Although
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audio delays may lead to alternative—and often interesting—types of interactions, video is generally seen as unimportant in the process.\textsuperscript{17}

**Visuals in Networked Music Performance**

Visual information has been shown to be a key aspect in the perception of musical expression in musical performances.\textsuperscript{18} Furthermore, expressive nuances from a musician’s body language are able to be perceived, even when given a minimal amount of information.\textsuperscript{19} Together, this suggests there is a foundational importance for the inclusion of visual exchange during a music performance. This raises the question: How do technological limitations affect the use of visuals in the context of an NMP?

An event held in 1991 by composer Pauline Oliveros explored the use of videophone technology to transmit frame grabs over a telephone line.\textsuperscript{20} Images beamed to remote locations were displayed every six seconds due to encoding and transmission delays. Although participants acknowledged that the limitations shaped the nature of the interaction, the experience was still found to convey a sense of shared social connection.

In 2008, a multi-ensemble concert titled “Pacific Rim of Fire” was held between Peking University in Beijing and Stanford University in Palo Alto, California.\textsuperscript{21} Due to the 6,000 mile distance between sites, Terry Riley’s “In C” was chosen as a suitable piece due to the known limitations this would enforce on the communication delay. High-quality uncompressed audio was sent over the network via JackTrip and measured with a one-way delay of 110 ms. Although falling outside of the bounds of an RIA-style performance, the two sites were able to play in a tight rhythmic alignment based on a feedback-locking technique.\textsuperscript{22} Video latency, measured at approximately one second each way, provided a visual experience for the audience as well as for shared discussion among the musicians. In assessing the concert, achieving synchronized audio and video would have required not only higher frame-rate cameras, but also increased bandwidth, resulting in further
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delays of the audio signal. Since musicians would not be looking at each other constantly during the performance, it was felt this trade-off was not necessary.

Researchers have sought to address the challenge of latency over video with varying degrees of success. Conceived in 2005 and first publicly demonstrated in 2010, LoLa [Low Latency audio visual streaming system], was devised to tackle the issues of connecting remote musicians.\(^{23}\) LoLa allows for both audio and video exchanges, but also a substantial audio-visual setup including both a high-powered computer and a large network bandwidth of up to 1 Gbps to handle the video connection. LoLa has been found to be an effective tool for networked music activities, however technical issues such as latency and access to high-speed networks are noted as major challenges.\(^{24}\)

What musical moments are deemed to be useful for being seen on video in an NMP? There is some evidence to suggest that visual communication may be important when performers need to synchronize tempo changes or begin sections at the same time.\(^{25}\) Videoconferencing applications have been found to be useful for between-song discussion in cases where visual latency has been too high to allow for synchronous performance.\(^{26}\)

Overall, it has been recognized that there is a lack of research into both the importance of video as well as the effectiveness of video in an NMP. Writing on LoLa, Gill Davies has summarized this sentiment as follows:

> A comprehensive assessment of the importance of video signals and the effects of audio-video misalignment remains to be investigated. It is still unclear under what conditions combining audio and video data will improve or negatively affect networked music interactions.\(^{28}\)
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Furthermore, geographic distance, network performance, and bandwidth are known to impact the nature of the musical interaction. This suggests there are a number of overlapping considerations when planning for an NMP over the Internet. Although the most common methods to date of displaying visual cues in an NMP has been through the use of videoconferencing, the re-emergence of virtual reality as a viable consumer product is now worth considering in the context of networked musical collaboration.

Virtual Reality

Ivan Sutherland first outlined his vision for “The Ultimate Display” as the ideal way to visualize mathematical concepts through a computer. This vision was realized three years later with an apparatus described as “a head-mounted three dimensional display.” Sutherland’s display apparatus—which would be akin to an augmented reality headset from the twenty-first century—marked a starting point for research over the next few decades.

The popularization of virtual reality (VR) in the 1980s is commonly traced back to technology pioneer and musician Jaron Lanier, who described the term as “a technology that uses computerized clothing to synthesize shared reality.” One of Lanier’s early visions for VR was to be able to improvise the creation of reality in the same way that a musical instrument could create sounds. Lanier would later express his frustration that this area was still yet to be fully realized.

Multiple explanations of the term VR have been given over the years. This paper will use the following definition:

A medium composed of interactive computer simulations that sense the participant’s position and actions and replace or augment the feedback to one or more senses, giving the feeling of being mentally immersed or present in the simulation (a virtual world).
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In 1988, Jaron Lanier’s company VPL produced the EyePhone, one of the first commercially available products to use a head-mounted display (HMD) (fig. 1). However, technological limitations meant it could not live up to its early promise, and by the mid-1990s, mainstream enthusiasm for virtual reality had waned. The use of HMD-based VR would remain confined mostly to educational and research labs for the next 15 years.

Figure 1: The VPL DataGlove, headmount, and EyePhone Model 2 System on display at the Silicon Valley Virtual Reality studio, Mountain View, California, October 13, 2017. Photo by author.

In 2012, the Oculus Rift was released as a low-cost HMD, reawakening a new wave of development for the medium of VR. The company Oculus was purchased by Facebook in 2014 for approximately $2 billion; further advancements in technology saw the introduction of the untethered, free-roaming Oculus Quest in 2019. This level of investment highlighted the level to which VR was seen as an important medium in the future of online social interaction (fig. 2). However, most development centered around entertainment and gaming applications with relatively few related to music-making or performance (fig. 3).

Figure 2: Facebook CEO Mark Zuckerberg outlines his goal to connect one billion people to virtual reality during his keynote address at Oculus Connect 4, San Jose, California, October 11, 2017. Photo by author.

Figure 3: Vice President of VR at Facebook Hugo Barra takes to the stage to highlight the 2,000 titles available on the Oculus platform at Oculus Connect 4, San Jose, California, October 11, 2017. Photo by author.
Sense of Presence

One of the major affordances that VR can provide is known as “presence,” the feeling of being in the same location as someone else, even though physically separated. The term presence as it relates to VR first emerged from the concept of “telepresence,” commonly used in the field of telerobotics. This type of technology allowed a user to operate a remotely controlled device from the first-person perspective at a distance. Telepresence has been used to describe the perceived feeling of actually being “there” at the remote site of operation. Mel Slater and Sylvia Wilbur describe presence as “a state of consciousness, the (psychological) sense of being in the virtual environment.”

James Cummings and Jeremy Bailenson found that increased field of view, stereoscopy, and tracking can all assist with a greater sense of presence. Other researchers have suggested that VR can provide a sense of presence or physical immersion, as opposed to other forms of media such as radio and television, that can only provide mental immersion.

VR is also described as an “immersive experience”—but what does it mean to be immersed? It is necessary to clarify what is meant by the term since use of the definition varies among researchers and is often used interchangeably with that of presence. Slater and Wilbur describe immersion as a technology trait, “the extent to which the computer displays are capable of delivering an inclusive, extensive, surrounding, and vivid illusion of reality, to the senses of a human participant.” Although several definitions of the term have been proposed, this paper will use William Sherman and Alan Craig’s definition of immersion as the “sensation of being in an environment.” This description, related to a state of either physical or mental immersion is closely related to that of presence. Although presence has been a recurring consideration in the literature, few studies exist measuring presence in an NMP while using VR. That being said, over recent years we have seen increasing use of virtual environments for musical collaboration.
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Networked Music in the Virtual World

The introduction of the World Wide Web and the development of computer-gaming platforms have provided musicians the opportunity to perform within multi-user environments. Performances by the Avatar Orchestra Metaverse in the virtual-world platform Second Life made use of pre-scripted avatar movements to trigger sound samples within the virtual world.

A study by Michael Schober suggested the use of virtual environments for musical collaboration could enhance the feeling of being together. However, it was found that when both performers read from a musical score, neither performer tended to look at each other during the performance. In another study, abstract avatars have been used to represent performers on a two-dimensional screen to contextualize a performer's visual focus. Observations in this study identified that performers looked at the avatars constantly to assist with visual interaction during an improvised work with no score. Therefore, this suggests that musical styles that do not require notation reading could allow for an improved sense of togetherness. Findings from this study indicate that further research is necessary to help clarify when and how the virtual environment may be appropriate in NMP.

In recent years, there has been an increasing amount of research on the development of virtual instruments in virtual environments. The work of Anıl Çamcı and Rob Hamilton combines the use of VR headsets with game engines to create new types of instruments and interactions. Coretet, designed for a co-located live performance context, allows performers to play sounds from a virtual stringed instrument while in VR. Players share a virtual space while seeing each other's instrument and avatar, networked together within the same physical performance space. An application that facilitates remotely located performers to share virtual instruments in VR is EXA:
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The Infinite Instrument.49 Player interaction is enabled through a combination of options such as live sound triggers, looped recordings, and spoken communication through an in-built headset microphone. Issues of latency are still a factor when distances between performers exceed the acceptable threshold for live performance.50

Investigations in virtual choir performance have been explored using pre-recorded, 360-degree video. A study by Helena Daffern et al., found that users felt limited not being able to move about the space or possessing a rendered body.51 A longer-term goal of the research was described as being able to explore interactive VR with avatars while investigating ways to address latency.

A preliminary experiment on the effect of latency on presence in a networked environment was conducted in relation to studying and practicing music.52 This was achieved with musical duos facing each other directly via a video display and reading off a score. Results suggested that future studies should investigate more immersive audio-visual feedback solutions, such as binaural rendering and full-body projections, and that “properly designed spatial elements in remote interactive environments may facilitate the compensation of time-dependent misalignments in the performance and communication.”53

A case study into the use of VR in a networked music therapy session was reported by Tamplin et al. (fig. 4).54 This study evidenced the extent to which VR could provide a transformative experience to those with spinal cord injuries through participating in a therapeutic context of group singing. Their method combined VR with RIA and found that participants who sang in the VR scenario experienced a reduced amount of self-consciousness. Participants commented that not seeing the real world around them or the reactions of others in the room was a liberating experience. One of the suggestions coming out of this work was whether it would be possible to combine NMP and virtual reality into a single system.
Another area of recent research has been around the ideal experience of a musical performance or interaction in VR. As Jack Atherton and Ge Wang write, “Good design for VR uses the core properties of the medium— isolation, interaction (agency), immersion, presence, embodiment, perspective—in the pursuit of greater human goods.”55 Their work in allowing the user to create audio experiences within the context of VR are an example of a step toward achieving the aims Lanier proposed some thirty years ago.

**Conclusion and Future Research**

This paper has identified that VR can provide a viable alternative to videoconferencing as a suitable visual platform for collaboration in an NMP. However, further research is needed on the use of VR in an RIA-style NMP. In this context, the following question remains unexplored: What are the key elements of performing in VR compared with videoconferencing? Studies that explore this area could help highlight what visual medium is most appropriate. A second question in need of examination is: How do aspects such as embodiment and the virtual environment affect participants’ experience in a realistic interaction? Examining the role of presence and place in NMP
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could help uncover additional considerations and options for collaborating online in the most effective manner.
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